Norwich Tussers / Norwich Tussers Club

Highlights of the 1977 Norwich Tussers Club March Meet were as follows:

- The Meet was held in conjunction with the annual Norwich Tussers Club March Meet, which is held in March each year.
- There was a strong showing of competitors, with a total of 100 cars entered in the various classes.
- The Meet included a variety of classes, with classes for both open and closed cars.
- There were several notable features of the Meet, including a unique judging system that rewarded cars for their presentation and overall appearance.

The Norwich Tussers Club is a group of enthusiasts dedicated to preserving and promoting the classic car culture in the Norwich area. The March Meet is one of their most popular events of the year, drawing car owners and enthusiasts from all over the region.

For more information about the Norwich Tussers Club or their events, please visit their website at norwich-tussers.com.